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“Peter Robinson’s polystyrene capricci: hot wire and wondrous strange snow” 
 
“…our individual bodies and minds are mere coagulations or decelerations in the flows of biomass, 
genes, memes, and norms. Here, too, we might be defined both by the materials we are temporarily 
binding or chaining to our organic bodies and cultural minds and by the timescale of the binding 
operations.”  Manuel De Landa, A Thousand Years of Nonlinear History 
 
“…any point of a rhizome can be connected to anything and must be … A rhizome ceaselessly 
establishes connections between semiotic chains, organisations of power, and circumstances relevant 
to the arts, the sciences, and social struggles.” Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus 
 
 
Peter Robinson’s current work with cascades, swags and trailing garlands of differently scaled 
polystyrene chains, scatterings of chain link off-cuts, and granular clumps of raw polystyrene 
map Promethean dreams of bondage, ruin and colossal endeavour onto scenarios of fractal 
self-similarity and post-industrial digital replication. An archaic material animism meets 
intricately vertiginous ramifications of self-organising systems in a blizzard of friable whiteness. 
Robinson’s multiplied links of chain operate somewhat like bricks in a building system: while 
bricks bear organic, earthy associations, but count as invariable units in patterns of repeating 
abstraction, so Robinson’s links shed mythic associations of great strength and constrained 
force as they read as delicate modular units proliferating massively or minutely. One grand 
narrative nudges another aside as a dynamic of power gives way to a sublime of innumerability 
and a network of countless connections. As diagrams of infinite connectivity, Robinson’s 
aggregated chains model a parodic universal theory of everything. In this totalising, yet 
disconcertingly weightless vision, the timescale of the commercial cutting of the polystyrene by 
electric wire, and that of the protracted manual assembly of the links, pair by pair, are but two 
possible threads within Robinson’s rhizomatic delirium of hyperbolic syntax, which is capable of 
linking molecular patterns to chemical processes, to biological structures, to social systems and 
military chains of command. 
 
Allan Smith, October 2007 


